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Anplastology has become a dynamic field with an interdisciplinary approach toward improving the quality of life for people with bodily or facial defects through a reconstruction process that employs prosthetic rehabilitation. The field has extended its role by interacting with other areas of reconstruction especially those involving the head and neck. Reconstructive surgeons aim to restore malformed or absent parts with established methods of reconstruction either in autologous or allogeneic matter. They also consider other possibilities for restoring defects with the help of regenerative medicine and tissue engineering approaches. In daily practice, surgeons face huge challenges and limitations, notably the lack of donor tissues or the absence of suitable recipient area for free tissue transfer. Therefore, prosthetics offer an alternative and can improve the quality of life for patients. The head and neck area is very important in terms of function and shape. Of course, it is very important that a face look like a normal face. Our science is dedicated to discovering more solutions to these limitations and to providing optimal functional results to our patients.

The Journal of Anaplastology provides a forum for new contributions, innovations and technical skills that aim to develop materials to replace or restore defects through prosthetic science. The journal was launched to advance the custom design of materials and rehabilitative prostheses for the head and neck and limbs. Such advancement requires on-going dialogue among all specialties. Our objective is to continually reform indications for treatment and reconstruction for all tissues and thus to improve not only the functional results of our work but also aesthetic results.

By glancing at the last issues of last year’s volume, one can tell that the journal already published a broad range of articles. Included were articles on tumour surgery and reconstruction of the face, planning models for surgeons as an educational tool and yet more articles on different body parts including the genital area. Several articles shed insight on the prosthetic reconstruction of the nose and ear. With the release of the current issue, its third volume, it has become well known that the Journal of Anaplastology will draw attention because of its open-access style and invite collaboration from diverse disciplines. I encourage all scholars and students to be a part and to publish their work in this rapidly growing journal.
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